
 

 

The Monthly Observations 

    for March 2022 

  

Welcome to Psychic & Energy Work’s Observations for “March 2022”.  The narrative below profiles 
this month through spiritual, energetic and number-helped filters.  It can be useful reading it 
together with the forecast for this year.  It aims to help you learn about and work with dynamics 
true to self.  Implicit in this is intuition; how you’re processing invisible stuff.  Insights about the 
collective chart can really help us make sense of things.  No matter our personal year or placement, 

what happens outside affects self as well. 

Scroll down for the Observations about This Month;  

read about this year;  and/or 

visit The Archives to read about last month or earlier. 

 

 

Recapping last month…  

Before we explore this month’s dynamics, let’s review “February”.  Did you find it gentler; somehow 

easier than “Jan”?  You’re not alone if your answer is yes.  It challenged at times but still seemed 
more supportive.  Busyness returned as a rhythm.  Did your schedules pull, push or blow out?  The 
chart contained five “8”s which can make life more full-on.  “8” mentors selves about success, 
helping them sense what it means on a personal level.  For some, it’s about vocation or dollars; for 
others, wellbeing.  It comes to connect people with model – not the generic version; the one that’s in 
your DNA.  Through this, we’re helped into best fit in all spheres.  If events helped you streamline or 
get in touch with such themes, there’s no surprise. 

Last month, therefore, may have felt lighter (even if tension surfaced).  It wanted us delving into 
planning; reviewing goals perhaps.  Awareness was another focus; coming to understand life more – 
not only as a place to exist in but also as a communicative being.  Sometimes, we can see our day 
as just landscape; something to paint on, not so much hear.  Life and Source eternally guide self but 

we don’t always sense this.  “February” wanted selves reconnecting; listening to gut feel more.  
Learning from life so as to launch well is very much an “8” dynamic.   

Get across my Observations about 2022.  

Review about Last Month in The Archives.   

 

Would you rather hear the Monthly Observations?  order your files here… 

 

 

https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/psychic-and-energy-work-monthly-observations/about-2022/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/psychic-and-energy-work-monthly-observations/psychic-and-energy-work-archives/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/psychic-and-energy-work-monthly-observations/psychic-and-energy-work-archives/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/psychic-and-energy-work-audio-files/
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Psychic & Energy Work offers face-to-face, video, phone or email consultations.  Every 

format is just as effective.  To book or ask a question, contact Fran here.   

ps… Fran’s not on email all of the time.  Call or sms for a prompt reply. 

  

“MARCH”S NUMBERS 

Every month brings its own dynamics which interact with the year’s chart.  Outlined below are the 
key numbers followed by my Observations. 

This Month’s Chart 

  each year in 2022 

Birth Number - what we’re here to be/become & exemplify again 3 2025/9 

M.O. - how we’re likely to arrive at that point 25/7 117/9 

Reality Number - the spiritual result(s) of doing such things 28/1 2142/9 

 

  

“March 2022”s numerological tally…. 

Combined with the year’s numerological profile, this month produces the following 
count.  Examining a chart from this angle helps us understand what’s going on.  It doesn’t, in itself, 
signal “good” or “bad” (life often delivers a mix).  What we find initially jarring comes to promote 
better states of being.  A count like this can help us make sense of what we need to.  When a number 
presents three or more times, its energetic and spiritual themes (and lessons!) increase.   

The tally for this month is: 

Number 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Frequency 2 6 12 1 2 2 1 2 2 4 

Let’s look at what this might mean for your world….. 

  

“March”s birth numbers are “3” and “2025/9” 
    realising, change and closure are due 

Looking above, we’ve a relatively quiet chart this month.  In the past few years, on a monthly basis, 
more numbers have repeated at least three times.  This suggests this month will be smoother in 

some respects.  It could also breed more helpful focus on one or two areas.  Issues, of course, still 
feature.  Egoic self needs to own, be, have more.  So does soul but it approaches progression from 
very different standpoints.  The focus this month is “2”, “1” and “9” – relating well (spiritually!), 
positioning, self-awareness and knowledge, sorting things out, leadership.  These vibes will 

https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/psychic-and-energy-work-get-in-contact/
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generate enough of a task list.  This month’s birth numbers want people to process better again 
through good and hard times.  “2” can see self finding its best place; “1”, standing tall; “9”, sorting 

through things constructively.   

No vibe needs to be read as only ever promoting negativity.  “3” helps folk see how they create and 
fulfil destiny.  It also denotes a time when self realises; becomes clearer about stuff.  “3” flags “flow” 
and how we, as beings, block, promote, heal and love that.  It guides us to better interact with life.  
In this sense, it’s “receive”; making room for new.  Sorta like trucks, trains and autos, we’re best 
filling first if we want to make the distance.  So?  “3” can reveal more about how we contribute to, 
affect and attract things.  It’s all about flow and helping self sense its place as receiver then giver, 
maker and do’er.   

“2025” presents “202” as an ongoing theme.  Relating, positioning, learning through comparing 
always help self make sense of things.  “202” can be dosey-do’ey, flagging people then space then 

people again.  It hints at the need for space to process so as to mingle continually well.  It plays 
through until year “2100” to help us get the balance right.  Quality time out is so important; it gains 
us space to reflect, plan, process.  “202” isn’t a new vibe – it’s been here since “2019” finished.  Yet, 
it continues to show us the importance of spiritual connection.  Where can you sense the need for 
more dialogue and healing from the universe to keep battery charged?  “5”, in the mix, will promote 
such things (it likes to stretch and nudge us forth).  Last year carried “5”s (explaining why it pushed 
and pulled as it did).  This vibe wants people rolling with life, knowing they’ll get through fog (with 
faith) successfully.  From this angle, it prompts self to breathe to process challenge and doubt.  We’re 
still divesting of “2021”; birthing into possibility.   

If you’ve been working through flatness or heaviness, you’re not alone.  For all that’s typed above, 
“5” wants people pioneering.  It wants to reveal new ways to fullness, better somehow, spiritually 

whole(-r).  Seeking this, it often stretches scopes in ways we don’t sign up for.  Yet life always steers 
self to potential.  We don’t always remember that.  “5” can seek forgiveness; flexibility.  It wants self 
releasing from limits and hurts.  Here, too, is where “5” seeks pioneering; self opening mind to link 
to future; meeting and greeting flow with open arms (not resistance or pessimism).  Stretching 
doesn’t always feel so pleasant.  We all tend to love our comfort zones.  “5” comes to nudge us into 
great more-ness; real-life outcomes we celebrate later on.  It’s easy to stay adhered to moorings.  
With that, we help opportunity pass.  We don’t have to push all the time – not at all – but “5” leads 
self to newer, really lived, whole life.   

“9” is this month’s specific birth number and appears three times in the chart.  This number wants 
compassion and caring; old patterns ended for long-term gain.  Like all digits, it tends to reveal more 
than self imagines at start of cycle.  For all we can rejoice about the news of fresh starts, “9” likes to 

bring more again.  That needn’t read ominously.  Closure can be great; empowerment stems from 
release.  There are many reasons to celebrate this month, including the chance to complete things.  
You might reach key summits and start to slipstream as days unfold.  “9” clears space and, by so 
doing, makes room for new things.  It’s how we evolve; move into ready for next, clear, true, aware.  
Don’t be surprised if this month helps you rebalance stances and energies. 

This month’s birth numbers are passive which could soften the weight of twelve “2”s.  Passive vibes 
help people witness, rest up, process, glean.  That’s handy as a counter to “2” which targets how we 
relate.  This number can see a heightening in responsiveness.  We’re seeing this now globally, yes?  
Where is it happening in your world?  “2” mentors self about how to spiritually mingle to the next 
level.  Things like agendas can get loud(-er) when it features.  All numbers flag what life’s going to 

show us about self as a vibe that is wider than the individual.  Here is where this month’s “3” and 
“9” birth numbers could speed us up by slowing us down.  That, of course, is needed in some places.  
Life flows best in zones which are calm.  “2” is where we learn to dance and share space to the next 
level.  “March ‘22” could help you sort your internal and/or public position(s).  That, again, needn’t 
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mean bad times.  This month could trigger heaps of value-add.  Remember, it wants self realising.  
Use breath to slow down to wholistically speed up. 

  

 

My Clearing Cards® help you connect 

Life flows best when we let go of egoic self.  Mind can pull us off-
track at times.  Taking time to reboot makes a difference.  
Everything’s linked and explained, assuming we give that the chance 
to occur.  My Clearing Cards® carry two levels of message.  Either or both can help 
you shift and intuit more.  To purchase or read more, go through to my Shop. 

 

This month delivers M.O.s of “25/7” and “117/9” 
   head stuff will nudge us to new wisdom 

Coming along with the birth numbers, this month, both M.O.s offer “7”.  This marks a time to learn 
and deduce; get practically wiser about things.  “7” shows us how life works with/for us as a 
personalised rhythm.  In doing this, it helps folk stop living to model; just be.  It can trigger “Aha!” 
moments that help limit release.  Coming ahead of “8” and “9”, it’s the last dose of wisdom about 
path.  With “3” as birth number pairing with this, life could propel you to clear out cobwebs.  “7”, you 
see, is about head stuff: opinions, thoughts, rigidity.  Egoic self, in all of us, limits flow by over-

projecting.   

“7” guides self out of overly staring.  As this occurs, we’re led back to breath.  Acceptance of life is a 
realm which gives fully; supports, nurtures, facilitates.  “7” denotes “time to be informed” which 
needs us positioned to receive.  Even here, you may sense rhythms around relaxing and allowing 
fresh flow in.  “7” is “learn” no matter viewpoint.  Even at the summit, self can fathom more.  
There’s always new stuff to sense and channel.  This vibe, like others, wants us in the moment; 
channelling wisdom; releasing scripts; presence; intuitive life; space to receive, not just know and 
think.  It can, therefore, flag where we might be getting stuck.  It also highlights quality downtime as 
key to accessing scope.  Letting go on the energetic level moves all sorts of stuckness.   

By remembering and practising these things, self helps life flow optimally.  We all know and sense 

what’s possible.  Do we, however, let that in?  That needn’t be a monoform picture.  We’re not here 
to follow exact same path.  Life is uniqueness, difference, freshness.  Where can you 
allow/encourage more of that?  This month’s generic M.O. is “25”, visiting every “March”.  This 
points to a heightening “2” and “5” dynamics (above).  New perspectives are likely this month at 
levels or in ways that seem louder or better than usual.  Do what you can to welcome such 
wavelengths.  Break and eat well.  Let more of the whole view in.   

We’re here to genuinely partner with life.  That involves learning to receive well.  “March” could 
reveal more things about self care; how that affects your world.  “117/9” could see truth emerging; 
bigger picture views informing self.  Double “1” flags the building of resilience; the need to stand up 
for “me” at all times.  Spiritually lived, that isn’t exclusive.  “1” supports all genuine needs.  Such 
states can thrive because we’re all different.  Only when egoic self is driving do we witness 

rudeness and unfairness.  There’s more than enough but mind-full “I” doesn’t know that constantly.  
Here is where this month’s twelve “2”s might help us learn via relativities.  Child-ish “me” always 
looks outward; forgetting how much it has.  This can result in neediness, oppression, greediness, 

https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/product/clearing-cards/
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insecurity.  We can all channel this - it’s part of being human – which is why time out matters.  
Limited “I” is mentored via breath; consciously choosing to rebalance and let go.  This helps lower-

level vibrations and agendas clear.  Know you are loved, supported, etc – even if others don’t reflect 
that.   

 

 

 
************** 

clearings, healings & meditations over video or phone 

… not to mention readings and other forms of energy work.  Life can present in ways that stun, often 
just as we need to stay grounded.  Via phone, video or email, I tune in to help you understand and 

clear.  Sessions are recorded so that you can revisit the guidance you’re given.   

To enquire or make a booking, click here. 

Read google reviews here 

************** 

 

 

“March”s reality numbers are “28/1” and “2142/9” 
    resilience and awareness of self and life are on the cards 

The reality number denotes the end states we will attract and manifest, by end of phase, by 

embracing what the birth number and M.O. offer as learning curves.  This “March” carries “1” and 
“9” both of which are outlined above.  “28” speaks of lessons in how we place self and let it be.  You 
may recall, from previous months, that “2” also flags indoctrination.  As a phase, it can trigger more 
induction, coaching, mentoring.  This is interesting given the end vibes – “1” and “9” could steer 
selves to close off dodgy schemes.  Models, rules and customs abound.  Where are you being 
hampered by these?  Mentioned before, upward and sideways influence can also get loud(-er) as 
need or dynamic when “2”s feature.  “28” suggests we’re all going to notice where current training 
guides are in need of update.  Politics and socialisation are an inherent part of such things.  This 
“March” could help you sense how to improve and help your self (and others!) break free.  “1” is the 
end point of “28” – leadership, adult, self backing its path.  All in all, then, we could sense excuses to 
improve recipes and help outcomes get more right. 

“2142” reinforces rebirth of system and approach because the “4” it contains.  That likes to enhance 
frameworks and systems in mind, habit, process.  At home or at work, you might see things evolving; 
maybe just sense how to enhance.  “4” wants self using the best of input.  It can, therefore, help 
lenses adjust in really value-adding ways.  “4” also flags the strategist at work; whether we are 
birthing the best long-term.  Source, life, has time in its corner.  It’s happy to wait ‘til we “get” what 
we need to.  This is how this month’s reality numbers could reinforce the “7” energies.  “Getting wise 
to life” is part of success.  We don’t use the right spanner ‘til we’ve learned a thing or two.  Every 
person has and is a kit that’s unique.  “4”, like “7”, breeds awareness for what we’re each here to be, 
do, learn, share.  The more we come out of robotic mindset, the more we let life in to show us how to 
get there.   

So?  Use this month to stretch your perspectives; clear out where needed; welcome newness in.  This 

year, being “6”, is all about supporting no matter what challenge comes in.  We don’t need to stare 
at the goal posts too much.  Doing so tends to ruin play.  Be where you are.  Know you are 
supported.  Use breath to let Source guide you well in everything.  Stances like these are highly 

https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/psychic-and-energy-work-get-in-contact/
https://search.google.com/local/reviews?placeid=ChIJ2RRaQQiwEmsRzEJjLGVl9fM
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mobile.  Don’t separate spiritual from rest of life.  Allow divine vibes to be constantly with you and 
capable of helping everything all the time.  Giving Source space to own its landscape often results in 

more guidance and help.  Test these words.  Don’t ever believe just because someone else says. 

 

What about your chart? 

We each have a specific numerological profile that stems from our date of birth, full birth name and 
last birthday.  I’ve outlined the collective rhythms for this month but have not talked about your 
personal chart.  Readings that merge numbers with intuitive downloads can help you transition 
through all sorts of things.  They’re all about soul - linking to and channelling it more - and what can 
occur when we do this.   

Contact to book a session concerning past, present or future, or energetic phenomena; 

Organise meditation sessions and files, and audio files; 

  Buy my Clearing Cards®; 

    Read about last month or earlier in The Archives;  

      Check out my courses;  

        Read some articles; and  

Come back from 11 April to hear this month’s interview with Michael Hunter on Three D Radio’s 
Metaphysical Show.  We never know what’s going to happen as the program goes to air on the first 
Thursday of every month.  We offer free mini-readings so feel free to email your date of birth and 
question or topic to metaphysicalshow@gmail.com.  If you miss the Show, we’ll save your 

questions for next month.  The program likes to be interactive and your details aren’t used 
for any other purpose.  Join us live-to-air on Thursday 7th at threedradio.com from 9pm, 
Adelaide (South Australia) time, or revisit this page to hear it from Mon 11th.     
                                                                     microphone image kindly supplied by gustavofer74 at pixabay.com 

 

 

 

 To send through your questions or booking requests, 

click on the numbers to the left of this screen (or here!). 

breath is key in leadership and strength  

https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/psychic-and-energy-work-get-in-contact/
https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/product-category/psychic-and-energy-work-meditation-files/
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https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/product/clearing-cards/
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https://www.psychicandenergywork.com.au/psychic-and-energy-work-articles/
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